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THE BOOK OF JUDGES AS A LATE CONSTRUCT

Klaas Spronk

Introduction

The exegesis of the book of Judges may have been dominated too long by the discussion about the Deuteronomistic History. When in the middle of the twentieth century, Martin Noth presented his theory about the books from Deuteronomy to Kings as the work of one author — describing the conquest and loss of the promised land, using different sources, but arranging and framing them from a clear view on the reasons of the downfall of Israel and Judah — this theory was welcomed as a brilliant new insight, which was much more compelling than the many contradictory attempts to find traces of the sources that seem to have been used in the Pentateuch. After the initial success, however, came the refinement of the theory leading to the “unsettling wide array of conflicting options that encourage scepticism of past attempts to sort out discrete redactional layers in the Dtr history.” The many detailed analyses can no longer be held together in one coherent view. The Deuteronomist(s) who was or were held responsible for large parts of the historical books of the Old Testament became “elusive.” The situation with regard to the book of Judges is well illustrated by the recent


3 Cf. Those Elusive Deuteronomists: The Phenomenon of Pan-Deuteronomism (eds.
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publication of two monographs in the classic tradition of redaction-critical studies but with totally different conclusions. In the first, Philippe Guillaume challenges Noth’s theory about a Deuteronomistic writer/redactor and presents a new reconstruction of the growth of text. In the second, Andreas Scherer, who calls Guillaume’s ideas “ebenso verblüffend wie befremdlich,” presents his own conclusions as a confirmation of Noth’s view, although he finds a “polyphony of Deuteronomistic voices.” Scherer also notes a new trend in the historical critical approach to the problem of the relation between the Pentateuch and the Former Prophets: a farewell to the theory of the Deuteronomists and a return of the idea of a Hexateuch which was so popular in the period before Martin Noth.

Scherer does not agree with this trend, but he is even more critical with regard to those who want to escape the problems by limiting themselves to a synchronic analysis of the Masoretic text as it is transmitted to us. In his view this leads to simplification, not leaving room for the different voices of the different layers of the text. What is usually presented as respect for the text as a unity results in a limited view on the text based on the framework the exegete imposes onto it:

Der Wunsch, den Texten möglichst hohen Respekt zu zollen, führt so, wenn auch ungewollt, zu einem Resultat, das auf das Gegenteil hinausläuft. Statt Exegese zu betreiben, die dem Facettenreichtum der mehrstufige entstandenen Texte Rechnung trägt, wird, bedingt durch den Zwang, alles auf ein und derselben Ebene zu betrachten, Eisege kultiviert.

The synchronic analysis of the book of Judges usually leads to beautiful results: clear structures around interesting themes. But other synchronic studies lead to other structures and other central themes — just as almost every redaction critic nowadays seems to have his or her own Deuteronomist.

An interesting and promising new approach is suggested in Graeme Auld’s

L. S. Schearing and S. L. McKenzie; JSOTSup 268; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999).
6 Ibid., p. 18.
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theory about the “Book of Two Houses” (that is: the house of David and the house of the God of Israel built there by Solomon) as “the root-work that supports the whole tree of Genesis–Kings.” This “Book of Two Houses” would have received a first introduction in the stories about Samuel, and afterward the story of Moses to the Judges would have been added in anticipation of the “two houses,” that is, it was written with the books of Samuel and Kings in mind and many of its stories appear to contain “pre-playing elements of the royal story.”

In the present article, I will elaborate on this idea, starting with a study of the way in which the book of Judges is connected to the book Joshua. Can the combination of correspondences to and differences with the book of Joshua be explained from the suggested point of view? Is it possible to relate the way that the book of Judges is connected to the book of Joshua, to the way the first-mentioned is connected to the books of Samuel and Kings? If so, it may be possible to support the idea of the book of Judges as a late construct, the work of a writer who connected the older history of Israel, contained in the books of Genesis to Joshua, with the newer history of its kings. This can perhaps be explained within the framework of Karel van der Toorn’s theory about the Hebrew Bible as a product of scribal culture. He compares the production of the history of Israel with the work of Berossus in Babylon and Manetho in Egypt, collecting and editing older material in an effort to publish and preserve a national literature. It would explain both the presence of such an extent of heterogeneous material in the book, as well as the many homogeneous elements that in the eyes of so many scholars point in the direction of a coherent literary piece of art. The late date of the book in its present form would also explain why the reader who comes from the book of Joshua is hardly prepared for this follow-up and why there are hardly any references in the books coming after the book of Judges to the persons and events as they are described there. For instance, from the reference in 1 Sam. 12:8-11, where a retrospective is given — starting with Jakob and

ending with Samuel — one gets the impression that the scribe was familiar with that period, but he only mentions a selection from what is recorded in the book of Judges. Some important Judges, like Othniel, Ehud, Deborah, and Samson, are left out. Gideon is mentioned by his other name, Jerubbaal, and the name of Barak is replaced by the otherwise unknown Bedan. The fact that Samson is missing is all the more remarkable because in the survey of 1 Samuel 12 the Philistines are mentioned among the enemies of Israel. The only one of the saviors named here who can be held responsible for the reported liberation from the Philistines is Samuel. It seems that the author of these words was not familiar with the stories of Samson as we know them as part of the history of Israel. This apparent omission in the canonical text was also noticed by the ancient scribes and some of them felt obliged to correct the text by replacing in 1 Sam. 12:11, the name of Samuel by that of Samson (as can be found in some manuscripts of the Septuagint and in the Peshitta). The Hebrew text — as the most problematic — has to be regarded here as representing the older stadium of the text. Apparently, most of the stories of the Judges were known, as can also be derived from the reference to the death of Abimelek mentioned in 2 Sam. 11:22, but the information may have been taken from other sources than the book of Judges.

If the book of Judges in its present form can be regarded as a late construct, this would also give a plausible explanation for the fact that the ancient Greek version of the end of the book of Joshua offers a different account of the continuation of the history of Israel compared to the way it is told in the book of Judges. In the final lines, which have no equivalent in Hebrew, reference is made to the ark. In this way it is related to the book of Samuel, because the ark is not mentioned in the book of Judges. It is also stated that, the Israelites worshipped other gods and that the Lord therefore delivered them into the hands of Eglon, king of Moab. This suggests that the introductory chapters of Judges were not known to the translator, because in the book of Judges the reference to this king is found in 3:12. Did the book of Judges receive its present form after the Greek translation of the book of Joshua was made?

The Connection to the Book of Joshua

The discussion about the relation between the final chapters of Joshua and the beginning of Judges is complicated. Scholars nowadays usually speak, following the title of an article by Erhard Blum, of a “compositional knot.”

12 E. Blum, “Der kompositionelle Knoten am Übergang von Josua zu Richter: Ein
Many see it as their task to unravel it. The recent monograph by Mareike Rake on this subject has not made things easier. According to her, in most of the cases of parallel texts in the book of Joshua and the first chapters of Judges, the text in Joshua is dependent upon those in Judges 1. She is also of the opinion, contrary to the outcomes of many other redaction-critical studies, that the report of Joshua’s death in Judg. 2:7-9 should be dated earlier than the version in Joshua 24. The problem with this way of reconstructing the growth of the text as a process of numerous editorial activities, is that one can never be certain on the basis of the transmitted text that one text is older or more original than the other. One always has to reckon with the possibility, as is admitted by Rake, that in a next stage the older text may have been re-edited on the basis of the later text. Without new evidence there will never come an end to this discussion. One can, however, also look at the problem of the relation between the books of Joshua and Judges from the angle of the book of Judges as a late construct.

There can be no doubt about it that in its present form, the book of Judges is presented as a sequel to the book of Joshua. This is already indicated by its beginning. Just like the book of Joshua it starts with the reference of the death of the primary figure in the preceding book: “It happened after the death of Joshua/ Moses.” According to critical scholars things become problematic, however, when one notes the — sometimes contradictory — repetitions in the first two chapters. Taking a closer look it can be noted that the quotations contain positive information about Judah, taken from Josh. 15:13-14 (cf. Judg. 1:20), 15-19 (cf. Judg. 1:11-15), and negative information about the other tribes, taken from Josh. 15:63 (cf. Judg. 1:21, with the Benjaminites instead of the Judahites), 16:10 (cf. Judg. 1:29), and 17:11-13 (cf. Judg. 1:27-28). To this is added new information, distributed in a similar way and therefore the dichotomy is deepened: a positive stance toward Judah and a negative one toward the other tribes. There are no compelling reasons to assume that in these parallels Judges is not dependent on Joshua. It is far more likely that we have to see the first chapters of the book of Judges as a kind of recapitulation of the book of Joshua. The story is


15 This interpretation can be compared to the way in which S. Frolov explains the repetition in his article “Joshua’s Double Demise (Josh. xxiv 28–31; Judg. ii 6–9): Making
retold from a new perspective. The character of this new perspective is indicated at the beginning. Just as Joshua took over from Moses, now Judah takes over from Joshua. Judah is presented as appointed by YHWH (1:2). Judah proves to be competent for this task, because, just like Joshua, it is able to deal with the kings from Canaan (1:5-8; cf. Joshua 10). Exactly where Judges 1 differs from Joshua, it concerns the obvious attempt to put Judah in a more favorable light than it appears in the text of Joshua. This is what has happened in 1:21, where — compared with the parallel in Josh. 15:63 — the name of the Judahites is replaced by the name of the Benjaminites as the ones who must be blamed for not driving out the Jebusites from Jerusalem. In 1:8 it is told that the Judahites conquered Jerusalem. Because there is no reference in 1:8 of the Jebusites, we can assume that in the eyes of the author it does not contradict 1:21. Conquering and burning a city is one thing; definitively driving away the inhabitants is something else. The same distinction is made in v. 18-19: Judah subdued Gazah, Ashkelon and Ekron, but at the same time it is remarked that it was not able to supplant the inhabitants of the Philistine coast, which is nothing else than the region of the mentioned cities. What is more important, however, is that in this way — by combining 1:8 and 1:21 — not only the negative picture of Judah in Josh. 15:63 could be corrected, but it also left room for the later report of David taking the city of Jerusalem and making it his capital (2 Sam. 5:6-12). Note that in the story of David the Jebusites are explicitly mentioned: “the king and his men went to Jerusalem unto the Jebusites, the inhabitants of the land.” This underlines the parallel with Judg. 1:8, 21.

With regard to the tribes, Judges 1 has the same order as Joshua 14–19, except for Simeon and Benjamin. In the list according to the book of Joshua the tribe of Simeon is mentioned in the middle, after Benjamin. In Judg. 1:3 Simeon has moved to the beginning and is closely related to Judah. The probable reason for this is that already in the book of Joshua, the tribes of Judah and Simeon are closely related. According to Josh. 19:19 Simeon’s heritage was surrounded by the land that was given to Judah. So it seems to be only logical that when Judah goes, Simeon follows. The position of Simeon as second in the line of tribes also has a parallel in 1 Chronicles 4, where Simeon is mentioned after Judah and before Reuben. The fact that Benjamin is mentioned earlier in Judges 1 — compared with the list in Joshua — can be related to the place that this tribe takes


in the rest of the book of Judges. In ch. 20–21, it plays a prominent part in the battle between the tribes. In this battle, it is again Judah who goes first. This is indicated in 20:18 where precisely the same question and the same answer by YHWH is indicated compared with 1:2.

The story of the messenger in Bochim, the following reports of Joshua releasing the people, of the people serving YHWH during the life of Joshua, of Joshua’s death, and finally, of the next generation forgetting YHWH (2:1-10), can be read together and be regarded as a deliberate reaction to the book of Joshua as well. The connection is made by the reference to Gilgal in 2:1. This reminds of the passing through the river Jordan and the 12 stones placed there as a memory of what YHWH had done for his people (Josh. 4:19-20). When the messenger is said to have come from Gilgal, this is more than topographical information. In Judges 2 the messenger of YHWH repeats what Joshua had spoken according to Joshua 24, referring to YHWH’s acts on behalf of his people in the past and to Israel’s obligations within the covenant with YHWH. The resolute answer of the people in Josh. 24:24 is in glaring contrast with the outcome as established in Judg. 2:2. They have not acted according to their solemn words. The repetition of the report of Joshua releasing the people and of Joshua’s death and burial, already described in Josh. 24:28-31, can be explained as a means to emphasize the change in reaction of the people. In Josh. 24:31, the positive attitude of the people is mentioned after the death of Joshua; in Judg. 2:7 it is mentioned before the death of Joshua, whereas after his death the covenant is soon forgotten. So the emphasis is on the reaction of the people. From this point of view the repeated message of Joshua’s death can be explained as a consequence of the recapitulation of the whole book of Joshua as an introduction to the book of Judges. It may seem to be illogical, but it is functional.

The Connection to the Books of Samuel

Keeping the results in mind, the analysis of the way the book of Judges is related to the previous book, we shall now look at the way it is related to the following book, namely Samuel. On some points they correspond; the book of Judges is connected to the previous book of Joshua with reference to the missing leader (“After the death of Joshua”), the final chapters emphasize repeatedly the fact that Israel did not have a king. The repeated phrase “in these days there was no king in Israel” (17:6; 18:1; 19:1) is generally acknowledged as a pro-monarchical refrain, which uses the horrible stories in the last chapters of the book of Judges.

18 Cf. ibid., p. 137 and A. van der Kooij, “‘And I Also Said’: A New Interpretation of Judges II 3,” VT 45 (1995), 294–306 (305–6), for the opinion that Judg. 1:1–3:6 is a coherent introduction to the era of the judges.
as arguments in favor of the appointment of a king with the power to bring peace and justice.

Apart from this correspondence, there are a number of topographical correspondences between the books of Judges and Samuel. The story of the outrage in Gibeah foreshadows the controversy between Saul and David, because it takes place in towns related to these future kings. The travelers, coming from a very hospitable Bethlehem — David’s place of birth — wrongly pass by the later city of David, Jebus (19:10-12, with the hardly accidental remark that this is Jerusalem), to get into trouble in Gibea, the later home town of Saul. To this can be added that Rama is also mentioned in 19:13. Within the story there is no clear reason for this. It seems that this remark had the intention of relating this story to a coming event, namely the appearance of Samuel who was born in Rama (1 Sam. 1:19; 2:11). The mentioning of Shiloh in 18:31; 21:12, 19, and 21 has a counterpart in 1 Samuel 1, where it is mentioned as the place of the temple. Within this framework it is also possible to assume that the location Mizpa — as the place of the gathering of the tribes for the battle against the Benjaminites (20:1, 3; 21:1, 5, 8) — is somehow related to the fact that in the same place the Israelites, guided by Samuel, defeated the Philistines (1 Sam. 7:5-14). These topographical connections between the book of Judges and the next book have their counterparts in the repetition of city names from the book of Joshua in Judges 1. Additionally, the story of YHWH’s messenger in Bochim is also related to the story of the entrance into the land by means of the reference to a city, namely Gilgal.

Apart from these topographical correspondences, there is a clear correspondence between the extraordinary behavior of a man cutting his dead wife into twelve pieces sending them to all the tribes of Israel (Judg. 19:29) and Saul’s way of convoking the Israelites by sending them the pieces of his oxen (1 Sam. 11:7). Furthermore, since the information provided in Judges 19 about the man is most uncommon, one may assume that this narrative was modeled on the Saul story.

Another interesting correspondence between the books of Samuel and the book of Judges is the use of the phrase שאל [ask]. Within the stories of Saul and David this way of asking the will of God can be regarded as a “Leitmotiv.” The downfall of Saul is connected with it, as becomes clear in the story of his attempt to make contact with the spirit of the dead Samuel, when it is no longer possible for him to make contact with YHWH (1 Sam. 28:6, 16). The rise to power of David, on the other hand, is related to his successful attempts to get divine advice. Good examples of this can be found in 1 Sam. 22:10, 13 and especially 2 Sam. 2:1 (David asks YHWH: “Shall I go up?”). The way it is described there has its closest parallel within the Old Testament in the scene in Judg. 18:5-6,
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where the oracle is also given to people on their way.20 In the book of Judges the expression returns in the repetition of the question addressed to God who shall go up first (1:1, 20:18). This is an indication that the attested deliberate references to the next book in the final chapters of Judges are part of the overall design of the book. A closer look at the story of Samson will confirm this.

There are many parallels between 1 Samuel 1 and Judges 13. Both stories begin by presenting the problem of a barren woman. The texts also introduce the respective husbands with exactly the same words: “And there was a certain man of Zorah, of the family of the Danites, and his name was Manoah” (Judg. 13:2); “And there was a certain man of Ramathaim-Zophim, of the hill-country of Ephraim and his name was Elkanah” (1 Sam. 1:1). The introduction of a story with מַנְאֵחדָאָנֵיש יְהוָה may seem to be very common, but it is not. Within the Old Testament we only find it in these two places.21 In both stories the woman eventually gives birth to a son who was promised by God under the condition of keeping to a number of prescriptions. In Judges 13 the messenger of YHWH orders the unnamed woman: She is not allowed to drink wine or strong drink or eat something unclean and no razor shall come upon the head of her son, because he shall be a Nazirite for life. In 1 Sam. 1:11 Hannah makes a vow herself: “I will give him unto YHWH all the days of his life, and there shall no razor come upon his head.” Afterward she has to explain to the priest that she was not drunk when she uttered the words.

The best way to explain these parallels is that the author of the Samson story was familiar with the story of the birth of Samuel.22 The correspondences in the form and content can hardly be coincidental or ascribed to a common pattern of miraculous birth stories. When one compares the two narratives, one notices a number of elements that seem to have been added in Judges 13. The story is made more miraculous with a messenger of YHWH replacing the priest. The element of abstinence from strong drink is also more natural in the story of Hannah. Naming the son a Nazirite in Judges 13 can also be regarded as a later, exaggerating, and in fact incorrect interpretation of the given prescriptions. The motivation for relating Samson to Samuel can be found in the words of the messenger of YHWH: “the child shall be a Nazirite of God from the womb. And he shall begin to deliver Israel out of the hand of the Philistines” (Judg. 13:5). When

20 Ibid., 920.
21 It is used without מַנְאֵחדָאָנֵיש also in Gen. 39:2; Judg. 17:1; 19:1; 1 Sam. 9:1; 2 Sam. 21:20; and 1 Chron. 20:6. See on the discussion about the repetition of this expression as an argument in redaction critical studies M. Leuchter, “‘Now There Was a [Certain] Man’: Compositional Chronology in Judges — 1 Samuel,” CBQ 69 (2007), 429–39.
22 Cf. R. Bartelmus, Heroentum in Israel und seiner Umwelt (AThANT 65; Zürich: Theologischer Verlag, 1979), pp. 85–6.
the woman repeats these words to her husband she changes the reference of the deliverance from the Philistines to a reference to Samson’s death: “the child shall be a Nazirite of God from the womb to the day of his death” (13:7). This can be seen as a reference to the later battles against the Philistines by Samuel, Saul, and David. During his lifetime Samson was not able to defeat these enemies. It was only under the reign of King David that the Philistines were defeated definitively.

Another reference to the reign of King David can be found in the story of Samson carrying the gates of the Philistine city of Gazah to the mountain opposite of Hebron (16:3), which is the place where David is crowned as king (2 Sam. 2:3-4) after having served the Philistines.23

All this can be interpreted as indications that in its present form the stories about Samson were meant as an introduction to the history as recounted in the books of Samuel. Once the reader is put on this track he may notice more common elements: Samson being driven by the spirit of YHWH like King Saul; Samson inventing a riddle and in this way showing himself to be wise like Solomon; Samson getting involved with foreign women, which recalls the risky marriage policy of King Solomon and of King Ahab; Samson bound and blinded like the last king of Judah, Zedekiah.

One can therefore note a correspondence between the end of the book of Judges and the books of Samuel which has much in common with the correspondence between the beginning of Judges and the book of Joshua. As was remarked above the function of the priest in the story of the birth of Samuel is taken over in the parallel story about the birth of Samson by the messenger of YHWH. In a similar way, the role of Joshua in the story of the making of the covenant in Joshua 24 is now taken up in the story about the broken covenant in Judges 2 by a messenger of YHWH. The writer/editor of the book of Judges shows an inclination toward the supernatural.

The Greek Connection

Now that it has become clear that the book of Judges was composed with both the books of Joshua and Samuel in mind — and therefore has to be dated relatively late — it is all the more interesting to review other evidence pointing in this direction, namely the often noticed Greek parallels. A survey of the history of research in this matter may give some indication about the texts involved and how these texts relate to those discussed above as connecting points with earlier Israelite literature.

A first parallel with Greek texts and ideas can be found with regard to cutting off a prisoner’s thumbs (1:6). It has also been reported by Aelian that the

23 I owe this reference to Claudia Camp.
Athenians decided that “every one of the Æginetæ should have his thumb cut off from his right hand, so that he might for ever after be disabled from holding a spear, yet might handle an oar” (Various Histories, bk 2, ch. 9).24

Bernd Diebner makes some interesting remarks about Sisera, Jael, their names and their interaction.25 The non-Semitic name Sisera can be related to Greek σισίρα, which means “cloak made of goatskin.” In ancient Greek literature, since Herodotus, this is used to indicate a barbarian: σισυροφόρος, “one who is wearing a goatskin.” The name of Jael is easier to translate: “mountain goat.” Because of this meaning the attention is drawn to an interesting parallel from Greek mythology, namely of the god Zeus as a newborn child hiding from the deadly threat of Kronos and being fed by the goddess Amaltheia with the milk of a goat. This is all the more interesting because according to Judg. 4:19 Sisera asks for water, but Jael gives him milk to drink and then she covers him with a blanket. Although this indicates that she concealed him, it might also remind of the covering of a child. All the possible associations that become apparent against the Greek background give extra drama to the story.

Gideon’s army of only 300 soldiers (7:6) can be associated with the small group of brave soldiers of the Spartan king Leonidas with which he fought the mighty Persian army in Thermopylae (Herodotus 7.205.2). Herodotus also mentions a battle between Sparta and Argos of 300 selected men on each side (1.82).26

The fable of Jotham (9:8-15), with the trees talking to each other, has many parallels, like the Akkadian story of the quarrel between the tamarisk and the palm-tree, each claiming superiority over the other. A similar text is found in an Aramaic text from the fifth century BCE found in Egypt, containing a discussion between a pomegranate-tree and a bramble.27 The connection with the Greek fables of Aesopus is therefore not unique. Many commentaries refer to Aesopus’ fables mentioning the fir-tree and the bramble, or the pomegranate, apple-tree, and the bramble, quarelling about who is the best.28

26 Cf. J. P. Brown, Israel and Hellas, Volume II (BZAW 276; Berlin: De Gruyter, 2000), p. 84.
28 The very close parallel found by C. Briffard, “Gammes sur l’acte de traduire,” Foi et Vie 101 (2002), 12–18 is based on a misunderstanding. We are dealing here with the work of a Jewish or Christian editor of the fables of Aesopus. Especially the unexpected reference to the cedars of the Libanon points in this direction. This would also not be the only example of fables from other times and places being attributed to Aesopus (cf. J. F. Priest, “The Dog in the Manger: In Quest of a Fable,” Classical Journal 81 (1985), 49–58).
The story of the sacrifice of Jephthah’s daughter (11:29-40) has many parallels in Greek literature. Comparable stories also refer to vows made to the gods, with fatal consequences for a daughter or a son.\(^{29}\) According to some scholars this is no more than a universal motive.\(^{30}\) According to Baumgartner, however, the correspondence between the Greek stories and the story of Jephthah’s daughter “ist zu auffällig, um zufällig zu sein.”\(^{31}\) The story in Judges 11 shares a number of details with the way Euripides at the end of the fifth century BCE described the fate of Iphigeneia: the father is experiencing a military crisis; both Jephthah and Agamemnon have ambivalent feelings, feeling sorry for themselves and in a way blaming their daughter; in both stories the daughter can be regarded as the real hero, accepting her fate and encouraging her father to keep to his vow; both stories end with the indication that the memory of the girl shall be kept alive. All this makes it very likely that this story — which is uncommon within the biblical context — was for some reason borrowed from Greek tradition.

With reference to the possible connections between the biblical Samson and Greek Herakles, the correspondence of so many shared elements makes it highly likely that one was influenced by the other, with the more dominant and widespread Greek culture as the giving partner. In both stories, a god is involved in the conception of the coming hero; both heroes defeated lions; both stories contain episodes with bees and foxes; both heroes lost their beloved to another man; both fought against armies; both are related to wells of water; both worked as slaves; both remove gates and pillars; both lose their life through a woman.\(^{32}\)

One final correspondence mentioned in commentaries on the book of Judges is the rape of the virgins, as narrated in ch. 21. This is often compared with the Roman legend of the Sabine women, mentioned in the works of Livy and Plutarch.\(^{33}\) According to Soggin a better parallel can be found in the Greek story of the Messenians abducting the girls from Laconia during the celebration of a festival of Artemis.\(^{34}\) This also has a setting in the cult, but a major difference is


that in the Greek story the girls were ransomed back to their families. This parallel is thus limited to just one common aspect and is therefore not so convincing like the parallels between the stories of Jephthah and Samson which depend on several aspects.

Conclusion

It is important to note that there is no direct relation between the Greek parallels and the texts discussed above which were used to connect the book of Judges to the books now surrounding it. This may indicate that on this point the old Israelite tradition was prevalent, whereas in stories not recorded or referred to in the older Israelite literature, the writers felt free to tell them according to the fashion of their time.

The Greek evidence discussed above may be evaluated in the light of Van der Toorn’s theory about a Hellenistic background for the origin of the Bible. Somewhere in the early Hellenistic age the Jewish scribes wanted to offer an authoritative version of the history of Israel, stretching from creation to the restoration after the Babylonian exile. Our analysis of the book of Judges indicates that these scribes already had the book of Joshua at their disposal, followed by the stories of the kings beginning in Samuel. The book of Judges was produced to fill the gap in between. A number of traditional stories were used as a basis and to this, new material was added. The scribes started their version of the history — connecting the period of Joshua with that of Samuel — with a recapitulation of the book of Joshua, beginning it in the same way as the book of Joshua: “And it happened after the death of . . .” At the other end of the book they connected it with the book of Samuel by a number of proleptic signals. Read within the present context — between the story of the good leader Joshua succeeded by the equally successful tribe of Judah and the references to the failing king — the stories of the Judges contain serious warnings against bad leadership. The fable of Jotham indicates that it is not always the best who becomes king. The story of Jephthah’s daughter reminds us of the fact that kings may think that they can negotiate with the gods, like Agamemnon did, much to the disadvantage of those close to him. Looking at Samson one should realize that people having power can use this arbitrarily. On the other hand, mighty men like Sisera and Samson, can also become weak as a child, giving in to the temptation of being treated like a child by a woman who exposes his vulnerability. It is a view on power and the powerful that can also be found in Qohelet with his warnings against the foolish (4:13) and childish king (10:17), just as Qohelet warns against an impulsive vow,

35 See note 10.
like the one by Jephthah. 36 This agreement with Qohelet is another indication for the relatively late date of the book of Judges in its present form. Within this framework it is also interesting that the positive attitude concerning Judah, the tribe of David, corresponds to the perspective taken by the Chronicler. When we also take into account the more formal parallel in 1 Chronicles 4 with regard to the place of Simeon as the tribe mentioned after Judah, just as in Judges 1, it becomes tempting to assume that these books stem from the same period.